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Claim Interpretation & Claim Construction for ETCIs: From Metaphysics&Metarationality to Mathematics.
Patents on ETCIs Enabling Both are in Courts Enforceable!
S. Schindler, D. Schoenberg, J. Schulze, R. Wetzler
TU Berlin & TELES Patent Rights International GmbH,
www.fstp-expert-system.com

I. Short Introductory Remark.
I.1
The limited purpose of this mail is to provide some more information solely about the mail[540], for facilitating
comprehending that the FSTP project has scientized the description of “Emerging Technology Claimed Inventions,
ETCIs” ─ the building blocks of all innovations, esp. in all advanced technologies, e.g. in BIOtech ─ and also of
Supreme Court’s interpretation of “Substantive Patent Law, SPL”, or vice versa.
I.2
The sheer incredible practical advantages thus by the FSTP project achieved1.a) ─ for protecting by SPL
“Intellectual Property Rights, IPRs” in any ETCI ─ comprise by AIb) semi-automatically ●determining its being enforceably “patent-eligible, PE” in courtsc), ●drafting for it such an “absolutely SPL-robust” patent, ●testing whether a
patent on an ETCI is absolutely SPL-robust, ●identifying sets of hitherto unknown enforceable ETCI°s related to it.
I.3
This information thereby is presented following the structure of the FSTP-Test1.a). It avoids going into
details of the notional subtleties of the FSTP-Test, but simply reworks from[540] the explanations ●of the derivation of exact mathematical meanings from the metaphysical/-rational2.a) notions today used in patents and
●why the use of trivialized but slightly expanded natural English in ETCI patents’ specifications, i.e. of the
“Innovation Definition Language, IDL”, conveys this exactness right from an ETCI’s outset.
1.a

FSTP-Technology is based on the SPL-framework, by the Supreme Court defined and induced into the FSTP project [540].
This mail often avoids repeating references or definitions stated in preceding mails, e.g. in[540], but at best points into
them, or their ftns. This mail hence may be seen as an ANNEX to[…,488,….,536,540]. The FSTP-Test ─ in Boxes2 ─ may by patent practitioners be vastly used without much explanation ─ simply by reading e.g. the BIO/CRISPRETCIs provided by the IES[9].

Box1: The 7(9) PE requirements stated by 35 USC §§ 112/101(/102/103) are ─ from left to right ─ mapped on to the 7(9) tests below checking them (see Sections IV & V).
In this graph the dashed lines indicate the notional framework refinement of the solid lines’ notions of the pre-Mayo SPL interpretation.

(Meta)rational Claim Interpretation, mratCI:
<external input::= mratCI in IDL, internal output ::= a COM(mratETCI)>
& begin
1) if [COM(ETCI) is factually E-complete˄-correct˄-definite˄{O-crC0n = ˄1≤kn≤Kn(E-crC0knE-ncrC0kn),∀1≤n≤N} ˄ Σ1≤n≤N Kn=K] then go on;
2) if [{(O-inC0n, E-inC0kn) | ∀1≤n≤N ˄ 1≤kn≤Kn} are ex- or implicitly lawfully_disclosed] then go on;
3) if [O-crC0n is ex- or implicitly enablingly disclosed, ∀1≤n≤N] then
output mratE-crCS = COM(mratETCI)h) & stop.
(Meta)Rational Claim Construction, (m)ratCC:
<internal input::= COM(mratETCI), external output ::= COM(ratETCI)>
& begin:
4) if [COM(mratETCI) is mrat‘directed to an exceptional concept’, i.e. rat’comprises in the nPE TT0f) an E-xcrC’] then go on; d)
5) if [COM(mratETCI) has mrat‘an application of …’, i.e. rat’an application that uses a TT0f) without modifying it’] then go on;
6) if [COM(mratETCI) is mrat‘transforming the nature of the claim’, i.e. rat‘transforming the nPE claim of TT0 into the PE ETCI’] then go on;
7) if [COM(mratETCI) is mrat’significantly more than ...’, i..e. rat’E-crCSETCI\\TT0 basically independent of E-crCSTT0]. I input COM(RSmrat) and go on;
8) if [COM(mratETCI) has a ratdefinable A/N-Matrix over RS] then go on;
………………………………………..
9) if [COM(mratETCI) has a ratnon-cherry-picking creative height, crH ≥ 2)] then
I output ‘COM(ETCI)rat is PA’j) & stop;
Mathematical Claim Construction, matCC:
<internal input::= COM(ratETCI), external output ::= COM(matETCI)>
& begin:
4’) if [E-xcrCSTT0 ≠ Φ+]a) then go on; d)
5’) if [(TT0scope(E-crCSETCI)  scope(E-crCSTT0)) ˄ ((( E-crC° ETCI\TT0) ˄ ( E-crC°° TT0)) : E-crC° | E-crC°°)] then go on;
6’) if [( E-crC*  E-crCSETCI\TT0) ˄ (∄ E-xcrCE-crCSETCI\TT0)] then go on;
7’) if [E-crC* ≇ E-crCSTT0] e)
I input COM(RSmrat) and go on;
8’) if [∀i,n,kn∃Δi,n,kn ∷= if (E-crCinkn = E-crC0nkn) ‘A’ else ‘N’ is mathematically definable] then go on;
9’) if [crH ::= ∑1≤n≤N (min∀i[1,I] I{<Δi,n,1=’N’, ...., Δi,n,Kn=’N’>}I )≥2] then
I output ‘COM(ETCI)mat is PA’j) & stop;
Boxes2: The semantics of an ETCI’s 9 PE- and PA-tests to be passed for its being PE resp. PA. Thereby the identifiers a)/h)/d)/e)/f)/j) in Boxes2, sections in [540ftn3].

.b AI requires a higher degree of scrutiny in testing than practiced in testing by humans ─ as known from Analytic Philosophy[130].
.c This enforcement is limited by judges’ freedom to ignore in their decisions reasoning in correct mathematical conclusions.
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II. Semiotic Notions Refining ETCIs Needed for (Meta)Rational Claim Interpretation (CI) & for § 112.
II.1
The Supreme Court requires by its framework developing for an ETCI a “Knowledge Representation, KR”
modeled by (non)creative concepts, called O-/A-/E-(n)crCs, i.e. any crC being located on its ‘original’/’aggregated’/’elementary’ level of notional resolution and of metaphysical/metarational/rational/mathematical2.a) quality.
This ‘layered’ KR of any ETCI must satisfy § 112 of 35 USC. Hence the (sub)test1-3 of the FSTP-Test. Box1
indicates that CI is a mongrel: In CI it is definitional (i.e. no test), in CC it is verificational (i.e. the 3 tests in Sec. III).
II.2
It also requires the separation of any ETCI’s meaning into its N constituent ETCI-elements X0n,
1≤n≤N, each having a property modeled by a metaphysical or metarational predicate, represented by an
O-concept, O-C0n, 1≤n≤N. In an ETCI’s patent specification, each O-C0n is described by its set of
wordings or graphics, called an “Original Mark-up Unit of Information Set, O-MUIS0n” (in IDL).
II.3
I.e., the set of O-concepts describes an ETCI’s TT0 and its application on the O-level of notional
resolution. For simplicity and w.l.o.g., we assume this set’s 1-1-relation to the set of A-concepts, A-C0n,
1≤n≤N, that describes any O-concept more precisely by a compound metarational predicate (also in IDL).
II.4
On the E-level, the ETCI is described by so-called elementary concepts, refining each A-predicate
A-C0n, 1≤n≤N, into a conjunction of “basically independent E-Predicates/Concepts, E-crC0nkn”, 1≤kn≤Kn , in IDL.
Mathematically any E-crC0nkn is defined by its “truth set, TS0nkn” (and potentially a set E-MUIS0nkn). An
E-crC0nkn cannot be further refined into an equivalent conjunction of basically independent IDL-concepts/predicates.
Sometimes, a linear enumeration of ETCI’s all E-C0k, 1≤k≤K+ (≥ K), is more convenient (see II.6).
II.5
For an ETCI, there are creative E-concepts, E-crC0k, and non-creative E-concepts, E-ncrC0k,
which both additionally may be “exceptional, E-xcrC0k/E-xncrC0k” (and not necessarily identified by “x”).
All 4 kinds of E-crCs are “factual”. They may be expanded to elementary “inventive concepts, E-inCs” by
pairing them with “legal concepts, leC0nk”. E.g., E-inC0nkn::= <E-crC0nkn,leC0nkn> resp. E-inC0k::= <E-crC0k,leC0k>,
1≤k≤K, etc. An ETCI’s all concepts ─ the higher ones disaggregated into lower ones ─ are created by its
inventor, if necessary confirmed by the PPOSC to have been unknown (at least as to their truth sets).
II.6
Alice introduced the notion “combination of (ETCI-)elements, COM(ETCI)”, comprising an ETCI’s key sets
E-crCS, potentially having for any n ─ even if assuming w.l.o.g. for simplicity that COM(ETCI) comprises only a single
E-crCSn for any n ─ different subsets E-crCSn─ ⊆ E-crCSn defining the ETCI, i.e. 1≤n≤N|E-crCSn─| = K =1≤n≤NKn.
2.a

Correctly interpreting the Supreme Court’s SPL-framework indispensably requires the notional scrutiny known since & from
Analytic Philosophy that often is felt (misleadingly) to be superfluous. Accordingly, the meaning of a bold term below on the
left denotes the notional factual quality of an ETCI’s item, axiomatically definable in IDL, similar to the right of “─”. Thus:
 transcendental – this item is excluded from SPL-satisfiable testing, as embodying a highly speculative notion;
 metaphysical – not being “highly speculative”, but describable such that this property is recognizable to be amenable to
metarationalization, hence describable by informal “O(-level)-predicates” of this ETCI
located on its notional O-level;
 metarational – being describable by basic English IDL-expressions [e.g.372,390] describing the semantics of all identifiable &
relevant O-predicate parts, i.e. being conjunctions of “A(-level)-predicates”b) of IDL-notions, hence a priori axiomized or easily
axiomizable,
located on its notional A-level;
 rational – being describable by basic English IDL-expressions describing the individual summands of the A-predicates’ such
conjunctions, i.e. being rationalizable and mathematizable by elementary “E(-level)predicates” located on its notional E-level;
 mathematical – being describable by E-predicates in mathematical KR (i.e. also located on the notional E-level).
.b For BIOETCIs ─ with their young BIOtech ─ their A- and O-level items are often not yet nested, as in CTCIs usual.
Especially, in BIOETCIs’ often holds ─ other than in ITETCIs ─ for an O-crC = A-crC = E-crC, as it is a molecular or cellular tool from
the repertoire of evolution (often not as flexibly designed as tools from ITtech). For BIOETCIs A-concepts are often superfluous.
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III. FSTP-Testing the (m)ratCI for an ETCI in its (m)ratCC ─ as Needed by § 112.
III.1

test1: COM(ETCI) is factually E-complete & correct & definite &
A-inC0n=Λ{E-inC0nkn|kn=1,…,Kn} with TS(A-crC0n)  ∏{TS(E-crC0nkn)|kn=1,…,Kn}, 1≤n≤N.

The potential restriction of TS(A-crC0n) to a subset of the full product of A-crC0n‘s constituent E-crCs is a
consequence of potential ETCI specific limitations of the A- or E-concepts not discussed here.
Mathematical E-completeness must be stated by the inventor & PPOSC that the N A-concepts describe the
invention completely. The analogue holds for mathematical correctness and mathematical definiteness. All
this must be consistent to the COM(ETCI).
III.2
test2: All A- and/or E-concepts are lawfully disclosed.
These requirements are syntactically, i.e. mathematically, trivially verifiable ─ their reasons namely are
the same as independent of individual ETCIs, i.e. depending only on SPL; thereby theses references
are a priori known iff an ETCI is analyzed by the IES. Semantically these reasons are ETCI-depending
and insofar mathematically verifiable as they are by the MUIs in IDL of ETCI’s patent supported. The
latter also is today outside of FSTP-Technology, i.e. at the time being this test’s passing is to be stated &
confirmed by the inventor & PPOSC.
III.3
test3: All A- and/or E-concepts are enablingly disclosed.
This enablement requirement is met if the PPOSC understands how the A- and/or E-concepts can be implemented.
Then this implementability has not to be disclosed once more in the patent specification ─ otherwise it
must. The implementability of individual E-concepts need not be enabled ─ as they may serve only as a
help for precisely specifying the meaning of an ETCI ─ which implies that the resp. A-crC is enabled.
After COMmphys(ETCI) determined in CI has passed these three tests ─ in the ETCI’s CC ─ it is a (m)ratCOM(ETCI).
IV. FSTP-Testing an ETCI in (Meta)Rational CC: Limited Preemptivity & Patent Eligibility ─ as of § 101.
IV.1
An ETCI’s semiotic properties of limited and unlimited preemptivity applies to it by patenting it
and thereby not excluding that its scope ─ by its patent’s specification and CI determined ─ autonomously
expands during the time period of its protecting the ETCI’s patent/IPR. This potentially occurs, if during this
time period one of its facts expands due to progress in some area related to the ETCI impacting on its
specification. This occurs e.g. with the growth of the domain of an E-crC, or its set of concepts, or its new
realizations of a combination of its concepts, or the ETCI’s new application, …. Patenting an unlimited
preemptive ETCI creates for it the PE-problem ─ which is avoided by the following test4-7.
test4, mrat: COMmrat(ETCI) ─ initially COMmphys(ETCI) ─ is directed to an exceptional concept.
rat: COMrat(ETCI) comprises an nPE TT01.a).
mat: E-xcrCSTT0  Φ+.
The ETCI is required on the mathematical level of notional resolution to meet the following property:
Its set of exceptional concepts in TT0 is not empty or TT0 is exceptional as a whole ─ called “TT0 
Φ+” ─ whereby ‘exceptional’ means ‘for humans today only partially enabled’ resp. ‘for humans a
logical contradiction per se’, in both cases assuming TT0 is well-definable.
IV.2
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Scope: The scope(ETCI) is a subset of the product ∏1≤k≤KTS(E-C0k) of the ETCI’s truth sets of all

its E-concepts. Its elements are called “Elementary Realization Tuples, ERTs” of its COM(ETCI). The
same way the scope(TT0) of TT0 and scope(E-crCS0) of the set E-CS0 are defined. If K is this set’s
number of basically independent E-crC0, then its scope(E-crCS0) is of dimension K (see Sec. II.6). Adding
to E-crCS0 a from it basically (in)dependent E-crC0 increases the dimension of scope(E-crCS0) by (1)0.
IV.4

test5, mrat: COMmrat(ETCI) is an application of TT0.
rat: The application in COMrat(ETCI) uses TT0 without modifying it.
mat: (TT0scope(E-crCSETCI)  scope(E-crCSTT0)) ˄ ((ETCI\TT0) | TT0).

For an ETCI the term ‘TT0scope(E-crCSETCI)  scope(E-crCSTT0)’ means the mapping of all of the ETCI’s ERTs
(= scope(E-crCSETCI)) onto their subtupels belonging to TT0 (=scope(E-crCSTT0)). Furthermore the “|” in
the second term is defined to model that ●ETCI\TT0 uses TT0 without modifying it and ●at least 1 EcrC° ETCI\TT0 and at least 1 E-crC°° TT0 interacting with each other thereby synchronously. This
information also has to be provided by the user and confirmed by the PPOSC.
IV.5

test6, mrat: COMmrat(ETCI) is transforming the nature of the claim.
rat: COMrat(ETCI) is transforming the nPE TT0 claim into the PE ETCI.
mat: (E-crC* E-crCSETCI\TT0) ˄ (E-xcrCSETCI\TT0=Ø).

test6 together with test7 transform the nPE TT0 (as TT0 is unlimited preemptive) into the PE ETCI
(being limited preemptive because of E-crC*).
IV.6

test7, mrat: COMmrat(ETCI) (comprising TT0) is significantly more than TT0.
rat: E-crC* is basically independent of E-crCSTT0.
mat: E-crC* ≇ E-crCSTT0.

IV.7

Hitherto would hold that an ETCI, which has passed test1-7, has been proven to be PE─ not in

line with the framework, as the Supreme Court required (by good reasons) completing the PE test by
showing that the ETCI is over posc (i.e. RS=Φ) patentable, too, which avoids notional confusion in Section
V. This namely guarantees the consistence between an ETCI being

(n)PE

and

(n)PA

and optimizes

banning the risk that granting patents to nPE ETCIs would put the entire US NPS into jeopardy (by
minimizing the number of ETCIs that must not be granted a patent) ─ why the Supreme Court’s
framework decisions (KSR/Bilski/Mayo/Myriad/Biosig/Alice) are truly Solomonic.
V. FSTP-Testing in ETCI’s CC: Novelty over Posc for PE and also Prior Art for PA ─ as of §§ 102/103.
V.1

For an ETCI to be “patentable, PA”, its novelty and non-obviousness has to be shown over prior art

(represented by a “Reference Set, RS”≠Φ of I known documenti 1≤i≤I) and “pertinent ordinary skill &
creativity, posc” ─ checked by test8 & test9. The metaphysical & metarational KRs of RS & posc are
eliminated by test8/8’. There are 2 pairs <test8, test9> with RS=Φ + posc for PE resp. with a given RS≠Φ +
posc for PA. Both pairs are homogenized by an RS+ expanded by a document03) provided by the inventor (see V.2).
Then V.2 and V.3 care for the “creative height, crH” over RS+, whereas V.3 cares for crH over RS+0 only3).
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test8, rat: COMrat(ETCI) can define a rat“A(nticipated)/N(on)A(nticipated)-Matrix” over RS+.
mat: COMmat(ETCI) can define a mat“A/NA-Matrix” over RS.

The exact semantic of test8 and test9 is best recognized with mattest8’/mattest9’. Namely: To each index
triple <i,n,kn> a binary A/NA-Matrix value ∆i,n,kn in the IxN-Matrix3) can be assigned by the rule: a)
∆i,n,kn=A, if E-crCinkn≈E-crC0nkn, meaning that the two E-crCs are equivalent and b) ∆i,n,kn=NA otherwise.
V.3

test9, rat: COMrat(ETCI) has a minimal non-cherry-picking ratcrH ≥2.
mat: COMmat(ETCI) has a matcrH::= ∑1≤n≤N(min1≤i≤I|{∆i,,n,kn=NA : 1≤kn≤Ki,n}| ≥2.

V.4

For an ETCI’s PE with RS+0 the A/NA-Matrix in test8 is only 1 line comprising the A/NA-values

for all sets (E-crCS─)0,n. I.e., its creative height over posc is computed as in V.3
VI. Aftermath [547]
Two basic issues are worthwhile noticing:
●Andrei Iancu may have unnecessarily revoked ─ on Wednesday in NY, talking to a financial auditory ─
his hitherto extremely meritorious ambition to take the USPTO to the currently highest possible level of
service as to supporting the US society’s exorbitant potentials in innovativity concerning emerging technologies. The biggest stumbling block on this way to overcome is the PE dilemma that since the advent of
ETCIs is seriously frustrating the inventor and investor communities. As he does achieve very much
progress on this way, it were totally incomprehensible if he suddenly should stop, in sight of half the way to
his target: Namely, by already idealizing his 2019-PE-Guideline that is only half the way complete and
hence by far not so helpful as needed for again incentivizing by certainty about PE these communities’
engagement[540] ─ which is his main objective since being USPTO’s director. I.e.: Probably he has other
good reasons for lowering the profile for the USPTO’s optimally solving the PE problem.
●Framework based SPL is much more powerful than the classic interpretation of 35 USC §§ 101/102/103/112,
yet inevitably intellectually much more demanding ─ as recognizable when looking at the preceding elaborations and the progress unfolding with ETCIs, esp. in BIOtech. The only way for overcoming these
barriers is leveraging on AI for absorbing most of their challenges and automating the application of the
Supreme Court’s flavor of SPL. This would even enable the USPTO to proceed as outlined in[468, Sec.III].
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The notion IxN-Matrix must be explained as to its I lines, and their relations to the information hitherto provided by the inventor
about the ETCI and the RS at issue. Here: Has been input to the IES on its prompting for the next line. This explanation in
particular shows that not (semi)automating the FSTP-Test would render many ETCIs not reliably FSTP-testable.
As to I: #V.1 explained already that the RS ─ comprising doci, 1≤i≤I ─ is expanded to RS+ by a doc0 alias RS+0. This
doc0 is derived by the inventor from posc and comprises its N semantically closest properties to the ETCI’s E-crC0n from
one of its E-crCS─. Thereby neither the latter E-crCS─ needs to be unique, nor the corresponding closest N-tupels from
posc. Thus, let M0 be the number of all so by the inventor identified posc-pseudo-prior-art-N-tupels. Let Mi be the number
of corresponding prior-art-N-tupels by the inventor determined for doci. Then the IxN-Matrix has ∑0≤i≤IMi lines.
As to N: Here simply note that each n of the N columns of the ETCI at issue has an internal structure defined by its
E-crCS─0n, i.e. by its E-crC0nkn─, 1≤kn─≤Kn─, and that this internal column structure may be imposed on all lines.
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